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Whatsapp sticker maker android github

This repository contains the iOS and Android sample apps and the API for creating third-party sticker packs for WhatsApp. If you want to create your own stickers for WhatsApp, you can package them in an Android or iOS app. For Android users, you can publish your sticker app to the Google Play Store, and users who download and
install your app can instantly send those stickers to WhatsApp. For iOS developers, please see the IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT iOS APPS section. Stickers on WhatsApp must be legal, authorized and acceptable. Learn more about acceptable uses of our services from our Terms of Use. Get started  To get started, check the
README files in the Android or iOS folders and read the FAQ. READ MORE: IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT iOS APPS With Apple's strict App Store verification policy, we recommend iOS developers submit apps that contain more functionality than simply export stickers. This increases the chances that the app will be accepted. As an
alternative to creating an iOS app, there are various Sticker Maker apps that help you create and import stickers in WhatsApp. The sample iOS app is an example of how you use our API to import stickers into WhatsApp, and can serve as a guide to getting started, but it's not meant to be used as a template for your app as it's not
accepted by Apple. Announcements  Please check out announcements for recent changes. When naming your app, it is strongly recommended that you not use WhatsApp anywhere on the name of your app or in the name field of your app listing. However, if you're preparing your app for submission in the Google Play Store/App
Store, you have the option to add a description associated with your app, and it's okay to mention WhatsApp in the description. Make sure you use WhatsApp as your brand name, where W and A are capitalized, with no space between the letters. Learn more about WhatsApp Brand( . Open Issues ⚠️ Use the GitHub Issues section only if
you have encountered problems with the code itself. Do not confuse the Problems page as a help desk. You can ask for help with Stack Overflow. For support, please contact developer@support.whatsapp.com. Create an Android problem Create an iOS problem Create a common problem For all three options, enter all applicable fields.
Open Pull Requests To accept pull requests, please sign the Contributor License Agreement by following the instructions in CONTRIBUTING. License WhatsApp sticker is BSD licensed as found in the LICENSE file. For example, android_play_store_link: ios_app_store_link: sticker_packs: identifizierer: stickers_1, Name: Tiere, Verleger:
Ayras Sticker Maker, tray_image_file: tray.webp, publisher_email: AyraHikari@linuxmail.org, publisher_website: privacy_policy_website: , , , sticker: image_file: sticker_1.webp, emojis: [-ud83d-ude03] , image_file: sticker_2.webp, emojis: [ud83d-ude03] Identifier: stickers_2, Name: Animals 2, Publisher: Ayras Sticker Maker,
tray_image_file: tray.webp, publisher_email: AyraHikari@linuxmail.org, publisher_website: privacy_policy_website: , license_agreement_website: , Aufkleberimage_file: sticker_3.webp, emojis: [ud83d'ude03] , image_file: sticker_4.webp, emojis: [ud83d'ude03] - A simple Java application for creating sticker packs . Changelog - Command
Line Commands - License (Apache 2.0) Considerations This application can only be run on Windows. You must have the android-sdk installed and updated on your PC. Java 8 must be installed on your PC. You must comply with WhatsApp's terms and conditions. Creates only files in the .apk format. All images must be .jpg or .png in all
variations. How-To download latest version of release page (the ZIP file). Extract the contents of the file in an isolated folder. Place all your images as stickers in the input folder (packaged with the app) to use. You must insert an image (and only one) named Tray of the JPG or PNG format. This will be used as an icon for the WhatsApp
tab. Run Start.bat and enter your desired sticker pack name when asked. When the process is complete (may take a few minutes), you should see an apk file in the Output folder. For each issue that appears first, check the console output, it's very informative and anyone who can read English can understand and fix most errors. If the
problem appears to be larger, ask the owner of this repository. Third-party software This application relies on WhatsApp sticker software to create Android apk's. See License page 2 This repository has been archived by the owner. It is now read-only. You cannot perform this action at this time. You signed in with a different tab or window.
Reload to update their session. You have logged out in another tab or window. Reload to update their session. An open source Android app that contains custom stickers for whatsapp brought by ae App Labs. To learn more about the sticker packs included, read this project based on: The source for the stickers are available at: Support
the project If this project has helped you anyway, please support us by staring and sharing the repository. This would help the project to reach others in the community. Clone this repository and check out the latest development branch. git clone Open the project in Android Studio Note: Either disable Firebase integration or place your
'google-services.json' under the app folder. Play Store Licensed under BSD BSD Page 2 You cannot perform this action at this time. You signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to update their session. You have logged out in another tab or window. Reload to update their session. WASticker Maker for WhatsApp. Best Ad Free
Sticker Maker to make your own stickers for WhatsApp with features to Free Hand Crop Photos, remove background and more! You can make your own custom stickers in just a few simple steps: Open Sticker Maker Add photos with free hand crop function or add pre-saved images and create your own pack. Only one sticker can be
created per time. Once you're done, create your custom stickers, just choose and add them to a new sticker pack and use it in WhatsApp. Features ☝Freehand Crop Photos 1.You can crop face and any object in a photo with hands-free mode. 2.The zoom-in support allows you to crop only the desired part with perfect accuracy. 3.You can
also use the Magic Brush or Auto Removal tool to remove the background manually or automatically. Like our other apps, this app is completely ad-free. Note: Please use the latest version of WhatsApp to avoid problems. Create and enjoy ! Whatsapp Android Sticker Maker Introduction What can you do with this app?: Create stickers
remove its background create sticker packs and add it to whatsapp Additional information: This is not a fully tested app, so I could have some bugs. Some features of this app may not work. Feel free to make changes and make pull requests. Libraries that have used MIT License Copyright (c) 2019 [nikovega21] to persons, who receive a
copy of this software and its documentation files (the Software) to handle the Software without limitation, including, but not limited to, the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense and/or sell copies of the Software, and to enable persons to whom the Software is made available to do so, subject to the following
conditions: The above copyright notice and this notice of approval are contained in all copies or parts of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT GUARANTEE OF A KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN KEINEM EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS ODER COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. You've probably heard or even used the worldwide social messaging app right now. And although it is owned by the same company, I'm not talking about Facebook or FB Messenger. I'm talking about the popular mobile app WhatsApp. Many people around the
world use this app every day to send simple, short messages to their friends, colleagues and family. And as such, the WhatsApp development team needs to experience using their app possible, and most fun for sure. We all know that there are alternatives with richer messages. Telegram, Messenger, Kik and so on. However, no one can
beat the user base that WhatsApp has, and for that we are bound to their services. Recently, they were graceful enough to finally bring us sticker support for the app, something many apps had before. It was a surprise to be sure, but a welcome one. However, when I tested this feature, I realized the only way to create my own sticker pack
was to develop a brand new Android app and have people installed from the store (or via APK, but normal people won't). So I realized that a solution to this problem needs to be made so that any person could create and share any type of sticker pack they want, simply and without any problems, directly from their mobile device.
Introducing StickerMaker for WhatsApp from Idoideas, an easy way to enrich your sticker experience on WhatsApp without the need for programming skills. So, what can you do in this app? Create and organize your own sticker packs by pack name and creator. Share your newly created packages with WhatsApp itself as zip files, as easy
as clicking a button. Download your friends' original packages to your WhatsApp client by sharing the received files with the app. There is no need to install additional apps for additional packages. Change packages created with the app to your liking! Notice! Sticker packs created with the app and loaded with the app require that the app
be installed on the device and left on it when you want to use it. If you remove the app from your device, the sticker packs will be removed from your WhatsApp client and your packages will be lost if they are not shared.* Download the latest APK here or download the app directly from the Play Store. Supports all Android devices, up to
KitKat 4.4! Screenshots Tested on OnePlus 3T, 2018. Contact Twitter: @idoideas Reddit: /u/Idoideas Email: Idoideasmail@gmail.com This project is based on WhatsApp's sticker project from her Github page and is used on a license basis. License.
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